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A number of writers (15) H8^
1 i21)' (f2\ (?3)> W 29;(30) have related climatalogical var

iables to either evaporation or evapo-
transpiration with varying degrees of
accuracy. Baier and Robertson (4)
used maximum temperature, temper
ature range, solar radiation at the top
of the atmosphere, day length, wind
mileage and vapor pressure to esti
mate the daily latent evaporation
from Bellani plates. They obtained a
correlation coefficient of 0.84. Baier
(2) and Krogman and Hobbs (17)
converted latent evaporation to
potential evapotranspiration. Using
potential evapotranspiration and pre
cipitation with corrections for crop
stage and soil dryness, Baier and
Robertson (3) estimated soil moisture
at various soil depths under wheat
Haver (6), Chow (11) and Richards
(^5) approached the soil moisture
problem from an energy balance
point of view. Besides being more
complex this approach requires more
detailed soil and climatalogical in
formation.

developed by Baier and Robertson
was used here to establish soil mois
ture content.

^ ~ —„. i.iauuuC1y uoes not

appear to have been examined. Tract-
ability and bearing capacity of weak
soils have been examined in connec
tion with the design of earth crossing
vehicles (7), (8), (28). The general
problem of soil strength and soil
tractabihty has been examined by
(24eW3T?teT\(5)' (?)' (8)' (16>'\fi), (41). these writers expressed
smkage, rolling resistance and soil
thrust in terms of the following soil
variables: Soil cohesion (c), internal
fnctional angle of the soil (<f>), co
hesion modulus of soil deformation
(Kc), fnctional modulus of soil de
formation (K0), and the coefficient
of smkage (n). These soil variables
must be determined experimentally
tor soils of varying texture and mois
ture contents before the relationships
described by these writers can be
used in relating soil moisture to soil
tractability.

In general terms, the shear strength
of a soil is given by Coulomb's equa
tion S• — c +P tan <f> where P is the
confming pressure, and c and cf> are
as defined above. Fountaine and
Bjown (13), and Evans (12) discuss
ed this relationship in connection with
top soils. However, the variables c
and <f> must also be determined for
varying soil texture and soil moisture
contents.

was the technique used to estimate
soil shear strength.

In addition to knowing the shear
,Jt SFt°y1C Pr°blem of relatin§ lueUfh oi Ae soil> a" estimate ofsoil treatability to soil moisture, with the shear strength necessary to Irt
regard to larm machinery does not Xlde traction was required This w»«

determined by the draft required to
pull a tillage implement, the rolling
resistance of the tractor, and the con
tact area of the tires with the soil
Rolling resistance has been related to
outside tire diameter (5), (16) Draft
requirements for various implements
under general conditions have also
been established (1), (5). Friesen
and Dormer (14) indicate the maxi
mum drawbar pull is 42.5 percent of
the static weight on the rear wheels.
Ihey also give tire contact areas
Using this general information to pro
vide required traction, the shear
strength necessary to provide traction
was estimated.

PROCEDURE

The operation of farm machinery
may be interruped by the weather
when either the soil becomes too wet
to provide sufficient traction for
mobility or when the crop becomes
too wet to harvest. This paper has
been limited to consideration of the
influence of the weather on tillage
operations.

Soil moisture regimes under wheat
are very likely not identical to sum-
merfallow moisture regimes. This
may or may not be significant, since
a change in moisture content may
be quite rapid. In any case, a tech
nique as refined as Baier and Robert
son's (3) is not available for estimat
ing moisture content under summer-
fallow fields. Hence, the technique

Nichols (19) experimented with
four clays, a clay loam, and a silt
loam. He established a relationship
between clay content, liquid limit,
moisture content, confining pressure
and shear strength for plastic soils.
Since the soil values required using
this technique were available for a
YMSte d H»L ». the ^ovvace, thisliwl Dan, f**iof *«**"

A budget for soil moisture was esti
mated using the "Versatile Soil Mois
ture Budget", developed by Baier and
Robertson (3). In this moisture
budget the soil was divided into six
soil moisture zones holding 0.20 inch
0.30 inch, 0.50 inch, 1.0 inch, 1.0 inch,'
and 1.0 inch of water respectively!
These zones were based on a fixed
depth of water in an attempt to make
the budget independent of soil type.
Hence, the thickness of the soil layer
concerned depended upon its mois
ture holding capacity.

The choice of weather stations
from which to obtain data was based
primarily upon the number of
weather parameters recorded at indi
vidual stations. Since daily observa
tions or monthly averages of temper
ature, precipitation, wind mileage,
hours of sunshine and dewpoint were
required for latent evaporation esti
mates, the stations chosen had to be
those that recorded all the required
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parameters for a sufficiently long
period of time. Two additional com
posite stations at Beaverlodge-Grande
Prairie and Vermihon-Ranfurly were
added to bring the total number of
stations to seven.

The weather data used included
the years 1922-1966 at all stations for
which records were available. At Ver
milion only the years 1947-1966 were
used, at Fairview the years 1932-1966
were used.

The moisture budget required an
estimate of soil moisture at the be
ginning of each season. It was as
sumed that the moisture content of
each soil moisture zone was at one
half capacity at the beginning of the
first season at each station. The mois
ture content at the beginning of each
successive season was estimated by
adding a fraction of the winter pre
cipitation to the previous fall mois
ture content. The fraction of the 'win
ter precipitation that is absorbed by
the soil varies with latitude. At Swift
Current, Staple and Lehane (26)
found that between November and
April, between 1940-1950, 33 percent
of the precipitation was conserved.
At Beaverlodge, Carder (10) found
that from harvest to freeze up to 13
percent of the precipitation was con
served whereas from freeze up till
spring breakup only 5 percent was
conserved. For purposes of this study,
it was assumed that for stations Med
icine Hat, Lethbridge, Calgary, 35
percent of the winter precipitation
was conserved, at Edmonton and Ver
milion 25 percent was conserved, and
at Beaverlodge and Fairview 10 per
cent was conserved. The amount of
precipitation conserved in the south
ern part of the province may be far
less due to the influence of Chinooks,
but no information was found for
Southern Alberta stations.

The results obtained by Nichols
(19) indicate the following relation
ship between soil parameters and soil
shear strength:

Pu—M

Fs= pn " (0.06 Pn+P+1.8) 1
where

Fs=shear strength (psi)
Pu=upper plastic limit

M=moisture content (percent)
Pn=plasticity number=0.6C—12
C=clay content (percent)
P=confining pressure (psi)

This equation does not give an ac
curate estimate of shear strength for
non-plastic soils, i.e. soils with a low
clay content. However, traction diffi
culties are less likely to be a problem
on non-plastic soils than on plastic
soils.

Assuming the soil confining pres
sure to be 16 psi and the tractor oper
ating with 15 percent slip, the soil
shear strength required to enable the
tractor to develop a drawbar pull of
42.5 percent of its static rear wheel
weight was 11 psi, and 9.6 psi for
tilled loam and Fall Rye seeding re
spectively. Applying equation 1, a
shear strength in this range would be
developed at a moisture content that
approximates field capacity of most
plastic, Alberta soils.

A season was considered to include
the months April through October,
consequently some consideration had
to be given to snowfall. R. W. Long-
ley, Professor of Meteorology, Uni
versity of Alberta, Edmonton, sug
gested that if there was snow on the
ground in the Spring of the year, the
temperature would not likely rise
above 45° F. In the Fall, because of
heat in the ground the snow may be
gone at a temperature of 40°F. Hence
it was considered that snow remained
on the ground in the Spring when
temperatures did not exceed 45 °F
during the day, and in the Fall when
the temperatures did not exceed
40°F.

RESULTS

The moisture content, above which
it was impossible to perform tillage
operations, appeared to be at or near
field capacity. Field capacity was the
upper limit of the soil moisture
budget. An attempt to classify the
data into work days and non-work
days was made by assuming that if
the moisture content in any of the
top three zones was above 99.5 per
cent of capacity, field operations were
not possible. No consideration was
given to snowfall in this run. Based
on the results of two years check
data (observations of precipitation
and field conditions), the number of
non-work days appeared to be under
estimated. It was also apparent from
this trial run, that some consideration
of snowfall would improve the cor
relation in early Spring and late Fall.

A second run was made in which
a day was considered to be a non-
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work day if the moisture content in
any of the top three zones was above
95 percent of capacity, or if there
was snow on the ground. The inclu
sion of three zones was justified only
in medium or heavy soils (Loam or
Silty Clay Loam). In Sandy soils only
two zones needed to be considered.
Hence, an additional run was made
to determine probability values for
sandy soils. Both of these runs show
ed much closer correlation with the
check data, than did the first run.
Probability values for both work days
and non-work days have been in
cluded in Tables 1-4.

Brooks and Carruthers (9) ex
amined the phenomenon of persist
ence of rain days at Kew, England.
As a matter of interest, persistenence
of work and non-work days was ex
amined for Alberta stations. It was
discovered that persistence does oc
cur and the probability of a day being
a work day or a non-work day varies
depending upon the previous day's
weather. In most cases, given that a
day was a non-work day, the proba
bility that successive days would be
non-work days remained constant re
gardless of how many previous non-
work days occurred. Brooks and Car
ruthers found this happened only
after having had two previous rain
days.

In order to simulate a month's
weather, it is necessary to make some
allowance for persistence of weather
events. In the month of May at Ed
monton for example, the first day
may be classified as a work day or a
non-work day on the basis of the gen
eral probability 0.26 for a non-work
day, and 0.74 for a work day. How
ever, having classified the day one
way or the other, the general proba
bilities are no longer valid. Instead, if
for example the first day was a non-
work day, the probability of May 2
being a work day is 0.31. If May 2
is a work day, then the probability
of May 3 being a non-work day is
0.13 and so on.

CONCLUSIONS

Persistence of work and non-work
days was found to occur regardless of
the method used for classifying days.
Hence, the need for making allow
ance for persistence of weather events
is clearly pointed out.

The probability values determined
using criteria of 99.5 percent of mois-

7!



ture capacity in the top three mois
ture zones yielded almost the same
values as those determined using 95
percent of moisture capacity in the
top two zones, except in the months
in which snow was a factor. This may
be explained in two ways. In the case
of a large rainfall, the top two zones

are dried below 95 percent of capac
ity by the time the third zone is dried
to 99.5 percent of capacity. In the
case of smaller rains that do not af
fect the third zone, it does not make
a great deal of difference whether 95
percent or 99.5 percent is chosen as
criteria, since the time required to

TABLE L PROBABILITY OF A NON-WORK DAY (MEDIUM TO HEAVY SOIL)
Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. Oct.

Medicine Hat .490.83)' .200.64) •23(.55) -12(.37) 14(.51) .290.28) .360.87)

Lethbridge .550.83) .26C.69) .280.62) .130.45) 140.47) .320.79) .430.8?)

Calgary .640.86) .29(-69) •35(-70) .200.54) 220.55) .360.79) .510.90)

Edmonton -65(.90) .260.69) .30O.63) -3K -57) 320.62) .420.84) .590-91)

Vermilion .720.90) .22(.66) •27(.66) .240.51) 300.62) .460.86) .590-92)

Beaverlodge .840.95) .25(.68) .230-57) .24(.60) 290.65) .540.88) .860.95)

Fairview -85(-95) .230.67) .25(-62) •25( .57) 290.65) -500.87) .840.94)

* Bracketed figures indicate probabilities when previous day was a non - work day.

TABLE II. PROBABILITY OF A WORK DAY (MEDIUM TO HEAVY SOIL)

Apr. Hay June July Aug. Sept. Oct.

Medicine Hat .51(.85)* .80(.89 -770.85) .88(.89) .860.89) .710.89) .640.92)

Lethbridge .450.82) .740.87 •720.83) .87(.89) .860.89) .680.88) .570.90)

Calgary -360-79) .710.86 .650.82) .800.86) .780.86) .640.86) .490.90)

Edmonton -350.84) •7«.87 •70(.83) .690.80) .680.80) .580.88) .410.89)

Vermilion -28(.79) •78(.89 .730.85) .760.82) .700.82) .5^0-89) .410.91)

Beaverlodge -I6(.8l) .750.88 -770.85) .760.85) •710.84) .460.86) .140.85)

Fairview .140.81) .770.89 .750.85) .750.84) .710-84) .500.88) .160.84)

* Bracketed figures indicate probab:Llities when previous day was a work day.

TABLE in. PRORjVBILITY OF A NON-WORK E)AY (S/>lM)Y SOIL]

Apr. Kay June July Aug. Sept. Oct.

Medicine Hat .300.62)' 120-36) .16(.32) :io(.23) .:.00.29) .170.58) .210.75)

Lethbridge .37(-68) 170.48) .20(.44) .1K.34) .;.10.29) .190.58) .220.70)

Calgary .41 (.68) 180.45) .24(.50) .160.38) L70.37) .220.58) .260.74)

Edmonton .41 (.72) 150.44) .20(.40) .230-35) 30.43) .26(.69) .340.81)

Vermilion .460.74) 13 0.4S) .19(.42) .18(.32) !10.43) ,230.65) .260.76)

Beaverlodge .460.76) 15 (.44) .16(.39) .190.43) !0(.45) -35(.72) .500.86)

Fairview .480.77) 14(.46) -18(.43) .190.38) ?0(.46) .330.74) .570.87)

* Bracketed figures indicate probabilities when previous day wa. 3 a., non - work day.

TABLE IV. PRC•BABH JTY OF A WORK DAI1 (SAM)Y son,)

Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. Oct.

Medicine Hat .700.83)' 88(.88) .84(.84) -90(.89) 900.89) .830.88) -79(-92)

Lethbridge .63(.82) 83 (.87) .80(.8j) .89(.89) 890.89) .81 (.87) .78(.89)

Calgary •59(.78) 82(.86) -76(.8o) .84(.86) 830.84) .780.96) .740.89)

Edmonton .590.82) 85(.88) .80(.83) •77(.79) 770.80) .74(.86) .660.89)

Vermilion .540.79) .87(.89) .81(.84) .82(.82) 790.82) .770.88) .740-91)

Beaverlodge .540.81) .85(.88) .84(.85) .8K.84) 80(.83) .650.84) .500.86)

Fairview .52(.80) .86(.89) .82(.85) .8K.83) 80(.84) .670.87) .430.86)

Bracketed figures indicate probabilities when previous day was a work day.

reach either moisture content is quite
short.

Tillage operations may be perform
ed in coarse textured soils at moisture
contents near field capacity without
harm to soil structure. As a result, the
probabilities estimated using either
method should satisfactorily reflect
real conditions. In finer textured soils
tillage at high moisture content is
harmful to soil structure, and the 95
percent criteria must be used. The
probability of a non-work day esti
mated on this basis may in fact still
be conservative, however, on the
basis of physical ability to pull a til
lage implement, the estimates appear
to be in the right neighborhood. Cau
tion must be exercised when using
these probabilities for extremely fine
textured soils.
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